
CLASSES with visiting teachers 

August 10 & 11 - Sandy Arthur
Stitch a Raven!  Select your favorite Raven

painted by Leigh Designs -

Night Cap, Squashed or Fast

Friends and join us for a week-

end of fun as Sandy Arthur brings them

to life.  Class fee is $320 plus kit fee.

Details on the website.

Class registration will close May 25th to

give Leigh time to paint the canvases.

Don’t you just love
Spring?  That was the
text I received from one
of my BFFs this week.
What the heck with the
snow?  All winter, no
snow and then Meredith
Willet comes to teach
and almost gets snowed

in with us.  Well, if someone has to
get snowed in with us at least it is
someone we love.

We had a fabulous time with
Meredith this weekend.  So many
fun ideas that took us all to a new
level of stitchy fun.  We did Or
Nué and repoussé and beading
and just had a great time.  So
many ideas, so little time.

Let me do a big shout out to all
the fabulous teachers that grace
us with their talents.  We love you
all.  You all have the best ideas and
are so willing to share your gifts.
We can hardly wait for you to re-
turn.  

I hope you all will consider taking
a class.  It’s not like high school, it’s
more like recess!

See you soon.

xo

Ruth Schmuff, Owner

April 2013
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Another class opportunity is just around

the corner!  Julia Snyder will be here

May 18th and 19th brimming with ideas

to take your canvas to the next level.

Join us for one or both days.  Select

your favorite canvas and allow Julia to

work her magic on it.  She will select

threads and stitches creating a

stitchguide just for you.  

Full details are on our website.  Go

to classes and then Visiting Teachers to view

all the details.  Spaces are filling fast!  Call us to reserve your spot.

May 18 & 19 - Julia snyder
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how do these 

mystery classes work?
I know, it’s confusing.  What exactly is

a mystery class?  A mystery class is

just like a mystery in a book;  it un-

folds in chapters.  With each chapter

more of the mystery (how are we

going to stitch this canvas) is re-

vealed?

We meet pretty much every other

Sunday afternoon (unless the class-

room is booked with another teacher)

and review the twists, turns and fun

of the current lesson.  Class is from 1

to 3 pm.  Can’t join us in person?  No

problem, we will ship to you.  The in-

structions have full color photos of

the canvas stitched to date along with

complete instructions and diagrams.  

I also post lots of pictures on my blog

www.NotYourGrandmother’sNeedle-

point.com the Sunday evening after

class.  

And so that you don’t feel left out

missing the in class shenanigans we

set up a online stitching group at

www.stitcherie.com.  There is a discus-

sion for each class!

Bastet is simply flying from my fingers.

It’s such a fun stitch, even more so

than I originally thought.  

The lotuses in the top corners are

now stitched and beaded!  

The challenge of this section of the

canvas is that the two lotuses sit at

45o angles making each petal a

slightly different angle.  We needed

to fill them with stitches that

don’t have obvious direction.

Honestly, there aren’t that many

stitches that are neutral in the

direction department.  But, by

turning the canvas and working the

stitches from different angles we were able to make the stitches flow

across the flower magically making it curve!  How cool is that?

We added crystals to the top of the flower and a fun background that mim-

icks the pattern in the top border.

Next lesson will be April 7th.  Only one more

after that.  Soon Bastet will be at the framer!

OOOPS!  Did I let it slip that she will be

framed?  You probably could have guessed

that.  I just don’t see her as a pillow :-)

Want to join 

the party?

It’s not too late.  Give us a call and we’ll
send you everything you need to get

you caught up.  Canvas, stitch guide(s),
threads etc. From then you will be in
the queue and we’ll send your future

lessons with the group.

Mystery classes
Bastet, the Egyptian cat goddess
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Double Stitch

Such a tiny stitch packed with so many possibilities!  Gotta love that in a

stitch.

Begin with the elongated Cross Stitches stitching them in your thread of

choice.  I like 2 ply silk on 18ct canvas.  It covers nicely but you can still see

where the second part of the stitch has to fit in without having to push

things around too much.  

Fill the pattern with tiny Cross Stitches or beads.  What thread will you

choose?  Will it be the same color, but maybe in a metallic giving just a hint

of texture or will you choose a contrasting color giving the area a speckled

appearance?  Choices!!!

why this works
This is a great stitch for so many

things.  It makes a beautiful fabric

texture on our mini socks when

stitched in silk for the large Cross

Stitches and a metallic thread for

the small Cross Stitches.

The real magic of the stitch is

when you use it to turn a corner.

Even though the stitch is obvi-

ously going in two opposing di-

rections, because of its size and

crossed nature it flows smoothly

across an area.  There isn’t an

abrupt change of direction.  Pretty

darn magical if you ask me.
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Row of Ladies by Lee  
The Row of Ladies by Lee is our current

Mystery With a Twist.  This is a study in fash-

ion.  All the ladies are so pretty in their

gowns.  Lots of fun details to bring to life.   

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $110

plus $15 per lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.

Canvas design area is 10 x 16 handpainted on 18ct mono.  You will need 14 x 20 stretcher bars.

looking for something with a slower pace? 

TRy a mystery with a twist class
We also offer Mystery With a Twist projects.  These work just like the regular Mystery Classes except you don’t really

know when the next lesson is coming.  I fit these in between the regular mysteries.  The lessons are about 3 months

apart.  You have time to stitch the lesson, but still work on your other projects.  There are no in-person lessons.  Every-

one is an outpatient for this class.  

With each lesson you receive the next part of the stitchguide ($15 fee) plus the necessary threads, beads etc.  

All the other fun details of our mystery classes will remain the same. We will post close up pictures to the blog and 

continue to maintain our discussion group for the mystery on stitcherie so the only real change is the time frame. 

Join us for a Mystery with a Twist or a
Holiday Mystery with a Twist!

What’s the next mystery?   

Aquamarine mermaid by sandra vargas
Summer mysteries should be fun and fanciful.  This little mermaid fits the bill perfectly.  

Aquamarine, our mermaid, has such a sweet face and her colors are yummy.  Classes will be

May 5, June 2 and 23. Sunday afternoons from 1-3pm.  The cost for the class is the cost of

the canvas $161 plus $15 per lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for

that lesson.

Canvas design area is 7.5 x 11 handpainted on 18ct.  You will need 12 x 14 stretcher bars.



notyourgrandmothersneedlepoint.com
Here’s where you can check out all the latest in the shop, in

my wholesale line available at shops nationwide and simply

in my mind.  Yes, it’s a scary place sometimes.  Way too many

ideas are floating around up there.

Are you looking for a community of stitchers where

you can post and ask questions about needlework re-

lated things?  Why not visit us on www.Stitcherie.com;

it’s a fun and supportive group!  We have dedicated chat

groups over there for the mystery classes - great for

encouragement and keeping up.  The cyberclasses will

soon be hosted there too.
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NEW! - Holiday Mystery with a twist

christmas village by melissa shirley
It was suggested that many of you would like to take a Holiday Mystery Class but

just don’t have the time at the end of the year.  Why not start a Holiday Mystery

With a Twist Class?  

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $305 plus $15 per lesson and the

price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.  As a special holiday gift

we will give 20% off on this canvas making it $244.00.

Canvas design area is 20 x 8.5 handpainted on 18ct mono.  You will need 26 x 14

stretcher bars.

We plan on starting this mystery in May with 7 to 8 lessons at approximately 3

month intervals.

Why not join us for a Mystery

Makeup Day

We all love to start projects, but

then life gets in the way and sud-

denly there are so many WIPS

that we don't know what to do

first.  Let's have a stitch-in and

see if we can't get rolling again.

Bring any Mystery Class project

that you need a little extra help

on, or want a push to get fin-

ished, and spend the day stitching

in our classroom.  I'll be there to

help you review whatever you

need.  We'll have lunch and simply

have a fun girls day.

The next Mystery Make Up Date

will be: Saturday, April 13, 11-4

Fee is $45/day and includes lunch.

Please register early to reserve

your space.  

Mystery 
makeup lessons
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Here’s a few of our favorite things

what’s new?

Peace
by ruth schmuff

11.5” x 15” on 13ct
canvas with guide $231.00

thread kit $256.00

Fall Flowers 
by Point of it All

10” x 13” on 13ct
canvas $168.00

Jeweled Tree
by paper d’art

12” x 12” on 18ct
canvas $218.00

Art Deco Lady
by Colors of Praise

10.5” x 8.75” on 13ct
canvas $96.00

Bead Buddy
magnetized bead box!

$8.00

Wine Country Collage
by Lani

18” x 18” on 13ct
canvas $312.00

Pop Art Posies
by DC Designs
8” x 8” on 13ct
canvas $58.00

Girlie Bow
13ct

by ruth schmuff
canvas $218.00

French Floral Purse
by Lani

6” x 8.5” on 18ct
canvas $130.00

Vases
by Colors of Praise
19” x 14” on 13ct

canvas $233.00

Sheena’s Bird Magnet
$9.00

Battery Powered 
Foldi Lamp

$110.00

optional AC adapter
$33.00



Club rules

1. You can sign up for a club at

anytime. Your first shipment will

go out on the 10th of the month

following your sign up.

2. We will take a deposit equal to

the cost of the canvas/guide in

your first shipment. This deposit

will be applied to your final ship-

ment of the club.

3. There is a complete

thread/bead/crystal/em-

bellishment kit available

for the club at an addi-

tional charge. It includes all

threads/beads etc to stitch

the entire series. It is sent

with the first club shipment

if desired.  A 50% deposit

will be taken at sign up for

those desiring the thread kit.

4. Now, for the cool part. There

are freebies - gifts for joining the

club! Each club has it's own gifts.

Other clubs to consider

Shown at right are the Crazy Patch Boo-

nanza by EyeCandy Needleart,

Kelly Clark’s Tremendous Trees

and Hoot!  Hoot! by EyeCandy

Needleart.  Or if you are looking

for something a little different, consider

the Color Party!  

Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or visit BedeckedandBeadazzled. com.

Click on clubs to see all the clubs and to sign up!

What’s not to love about monthly clubs?  A fun package

of needlepoint goodies all colorful and sparkly delivered

directly to your door.  

How cute are these cupcakes?  Designed by Melissa

Shirley with stitchguides by Laurie Walden they stitch

up to create the yummiest calorie-free 3-D cupcakes!

Our brand new club starts April 2013.  Register now

and each month for six months  you will receive one

cupcake canvas with stitchguide.  Price per month

$96.00 plus shipping.  There is a thread/bead kit available separately.

Sign up at www.BedeckedandBeadazzled. com.  Click on clubs to view details.
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Monthly Clubs!

party

melissa shirley designs - trunkshow!

The trunkshow you wait for all year, Melissa Shirley Designs will be here April
20th through May 4th.  As with all our trunkshows purchase a trunkshow

canvas or order one during the event and receive a 20% discount!


